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Get the complete BESTSELLING Paranormal Romance Series packed with Romance, Action, and

lovable characters throughout!The Mountain Wolf Protectors Box Set is complete with all the drama,

romance and suspense your heart desires. By the time you reach the end you'll be begging for

more! This is one series you do NOT want to miss!Book 1 - Protected by the Mountain WolfBook 2 -

Adored by the Mountain WolfBook 3 - Mated to the Mountain WolfBook 4 - Married to the Mountain

WolfWhat are you waiting for? Jump right into the adorable story of Nova and Amara now!Warning:

This series contains lots of sexy shifter action, irresistible mates and steamy love scenes. Tons of

mouth watering Paranormal Romance bonus content included!
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You don't want to put the books down, a character from one book is the main character in the next.

I purchased this boxed set for the wonderful stories it included. Below are reviews of the first three!

The other selections are also great reads, so you won't want to miss this set!>> Reviewing



ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Protected by the Mountain WolfÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•  Reviewing

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Adored by the Mountain WolfÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•  Reviewing ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Mated

to the Mountain WolfÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

What can I say, I absolutely loved this series and I am sad to see it end. I really hope Emilia Hartley

does a part 2 to this series. It celebrates the fierce love between two people Amara and Nova a

couple that should never be, but proved otherwise. This couple has been through a lot in this series,

and through each traumatic event, it only brings them closer together.If you like supernatural stories

about shifters of any kind, this is a great series. Each book in the series is a quick read that will have

you hooked from the first few sentences. The way these stories are written, they start exactly how

and where they left off, and they do not leave you hanging at the end. Well they do a little as I was

so engrossed in the clans lives, I always want to see what happens next. Which is also why I am

hoping that there will be a part 2 to this series. If not, it did have a great ending.Overall, this is a

great series that if you like supernatural shifting books, this is a great love story. Emilia has a way of

writing that is light hearted, yet captivates you from the first page, and the stories are a quick,,

somewhat intense read. There are love making scenes, they aren't too graphic, but described more

as two people who truly are making love and not just sex. There is some violence, and while the

violence is somewhat graphic, it really isn't too bad, my jaw dropped a few times in anticipation of

what the outcome was going to be. I am hoping it really doesn't end here.

I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this series for my honest opinions.Protected by

the Mountain Wolf: Loved the beginning of this series, Nova and Amara met 10 years earlier as

Nova and his brother saved Amara and her 2 friends from a vicious attack from a rival clan. Now as

Nova goes to Amara's work place to talk he is followed by Kal the rivals alpha son, who threatens to

kill Amara. This is action packed with twists and a happy for now ending.Adored by the Mountain

Wolf: I thoroughly enjoyed the story line, lots of action and intrigue and it was great to see Amara

and Nova together. Emilia writes a beautiful story, sensual and steamy, will sweep you away. I can't

wait for the next in this series.Mated to the Mountain Wolf: Emilia does it again another great plot,

Nova and Amara are trying to plan a wedding, deal with a stalker so very intense, kept me hooked

to the last page. I loved the great characters, was captivated and the sensual hot sexy chemistry

just kept getting hotter and hotter, definitely panty wet moments.Married to the Mountain Wolf: I

have loved the characters from this series, the humour, the sparks, the anti human pack members,

the quirkiness and the sensual, steamy romances. Although I'm a little sad to see this series end, I



know Emilia will have a new one to follow.I can honestly say I recommend this exciting series.
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